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Dear Readers,
Human values are what bring forth the positive human
potential of all people. They ignite our sense of belonging
to a central core identity, and foster cooperation; and they
bring together and promote creative solutions when we
is good for all people, and not just good for ourselves.
When human values are promoted in education we are
using our faculty of discernment in the right way. It is the
only way to lay the basis for a culture of non violence, for
”if we are to teach real peace in this world, and if we are
to carry on a real war against war, we shall have to begin
with the children.” (Mahatma Gandhi).
Let’s not lose our chance to be peace-makers by nurturing
our children with human values! Let’s not renounce the joy
of seeing them grow into well-integrated and well-balanced personalities, in harmony with life, respectful of others
and in tune with nature! Human values are the building
blocks towards the understanding of our intrinsic human
worth and the spiritual oneness of all forms of existence!
Let’s believe in their impact and resonance, let’s believe
morality, compassion, appreciation of diversity, and care
for the environment, in every thought, word and deed, in
a spirit of genuine brotherhood and universal love.
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Quotations

Talking about non-violence in education not only means
-

Goals

Non-violence
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Focus

“The principle of nonviolence”, says Mahatma Gandhi, “is not
or out of anger, greed and egoism, to ourselves and others,

B. Croce

seat is in the heart, and it must be an inseparable part of our
being.

at large.

Mahatma Gandhi

Look out into the universe and contemplate the glory of God.

Dictionnary

Sathya Sai

At the center of non-violence stands the principle of love.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

are still savages.
Thomas A. Edison

Thich Nhat Hanh

Non violence

The practice of being harmless to
oneself and others under every
condition.
Abstention from violence as a
matter of principle; and also the
principle of such abstention.
The policy, practice or technique
of refraining from violence espeinjustice and discrimination.
Universal love.

Leo Tolstoy

Synonyms
calm
composed
mild
peaceful
placid
quiet
rational
serene

Opposites
Carelessness
Coldness
Bad
Bitterness
Dislike
Animosity

Education in Human Values
Heart to heart
non violence

Non-violence does not only mean not hurting others physically. The way we look at
others, the way we act and the words that
we use can be very harmful too.

Close up on EduCare
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Before you speak think: is is true? Is it kind?
Is it necessary? Will it hurt anyone?”
a
Sathy

Sai
-

,
and it means to exchange and share information, feelings,
but also through things like posture, gestures, and the look in

-

They can foster kindness or provoke anger and resentment! If
need any! It is heart to heart!
their voices but their hands!

If you want to practice non-violence, respect
these values:

ho
The met

The 3 aspects of
non-violence

d

Personal non-violence
Social non-violence
cultivate unappropriate thoughts or actions that may be harmful
to others. We nurture a spirit of kinship, tolerance and cooperation, and appreciate all cultures and religions.
Universal non-violence
and suffering and care for the planet and the environment. We
that govern the interconnectedness of nature and the universe!

be positive!

We children can
also do something

Let’s learn from

estation and soil erosion. Inspired by her example,
mate change and concluded a presentation by saying “Let’s plant a million trees in every country of the
The local media took an interest and other schools in the area heard Felix’s
talk and began similar tree-planting events, turning his idea into a local green
movement.
At the age of 12, the initiative planted its one millionth tree in Germany and
ed to talk at the United Nations! Today, “Plant for the Planet” is active around
just about planting trees. It is also about children exchanging ideas and experiences of climate change. “For most adults the future seems to mean 20, 30 or
even 40 years. But for us children 2100 could still be in our lifetime. For adults
it is an academic question if sea levels rise three centimeters or seven meters
by the end of this century. But for us children it is a question of survival.”
Today Felix Finkbeiner is a
to school and has lots of
hobbies, but he is continuously travelling to
conferences around the
believe in something
and strive to accomplish our vision, for the
good of all people and
the planet, our dream
comes true!

9

2or 1
If we compare ourselves with other
people, watching their ways or admiring
their qualities, we will find all kinds of
things that make us different from each
other. The colour and style of their hair
will not be like ours, nor will their eyes,
mouth or nose!

Some people will be tall, some will not,
some people will be thin, some will not. Even our personalities will be
different because we are separate individuals, each one with our own
special look, talents and character. But when we look at others concentrating on what we have in common our whole outlook will change!
alize that we are like everyone else, much more than we had thought
we were, and that there is the same light shining in everyone’s eyes!
Differences aren’t such a big deal when
we give our attention to what we can do
and create together! A vase, for example...

with flowers!

Differences make our world rich and full of color!

Non-violence means unity
and peace

!
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Kid’s study circle
Do you mean that if we all
wanted the same thing...

W
WO

This book says that the world
population has reached seven
billion! Can you imagine?

Seven billion people?! That’s
why it is so hard for everyone
to get along!

...everyone would

Maybe we need to find something
that makes us feel the same;
human values for instance! They
make place both for diversity ...

We are all like different
musical notes...

...and for PEACE!

belong
to one musical
arrangement!
Sometimes it’s hard at home
too. We are all so different,
it’s easy to argue.

Do we argue because we are
different, or because we want
different things?

If we tune into Unity, we
will dance in accord with
the musical note of the
universe!

Unity brings peace and
harmony to all beings
in all worlds!

The highest realisation
Non-violence The virtue of non-violence can be compared to
the crown jewel

scarce among people that only rare individuals,
as the most valuable ornament of their lives.

Non-violence = wisdom + love

-

look into the most fundamental questions related to the meaning and purpose of life a broader understanding of our true nature unfolds and

I am immortal The central focus of a similar process reaches
The word soul means the
inner most particle of a
thing and is that which
sustains, vitalizes and
animates. The human
soul, though impossible
to grasp through our
senses or to understand

right? Yet experience of a profound spiritual reof ourselves that outlives the body! The thought
of being immortal makes everything easier and

Understanding
the Law
In the same way that we
need air to live on, in the
same way that the oxygen
we inhale vitalizes every
cell in our body, the soul
is essential for living; it
is the spark of the engine
without which the bodymind complex would not
be able to function! In
the same way that the
air pervades everything
and is shared by all, this
spiritual energy pervades

We come to learn that everything is ruled by

face the consequences of my actions one day!
Whatever I am facing today is the consequence
of a previous cause too; of something that I

ply the Golden Rule to our lives—“One should
style of life and that by choosing to be good
-

all forms of life.
on anyone, including ourselves, by thoughts,

Everything is
interconnected ing truth that sheds light to the process. We
connects to an invisible source of energy. This
energy is so impalpable that it is referred to
as the spiritual aspect of our being, and is the
inner vibrant principle of all beings and of cre-

through the workings of
our mind, is the very basis of existence. It is an

the courage, the determination and a sense of

infinite source of spiritual energy and can be

-

compared to the air we
breathe.
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Let’s make the difference!

sciousness, primal Cause, or God. Differences
of name do not change it.

Let’s make the difference!
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‘Whatsoever you do to the least of my brothers
are hurting this principle of oneness, this love
that is truth, this truth that is God. A king or
or does, having realised that to harm anyone,
brothers and sisters, people, nature and animals alike, means to harm and hurt oneself.

The highest truth

be among the many practical consequences of
their perspective.
Non-violence is the result of the highest equation. Wisdom + Love = non-violence. It is the
output of an extraordinary learning process
that leads us to the discovery of the Self and
-

Tr
y

it

!

Borna Lulić

GOOD LUCK DEEDS!
There are lots of simple things we can do to become more
loving and responsible towards our planet, and towards the
people and creatures that live on it! Here are a few:

Let’s save water!
If you put a brick or a bottle
full of sand in the WC tank, you
can reduce the consumption of
water every time you use it
and save up to 4000 litres of
water per year! And each time
you brush your teeth you can
save up to 18 litres by just
remembering to turn off the
water tap! Water is a precious
life giving resource, and yet
some people need to walk miles
before finding safe drinking
water to cook with, or to simply
quench their thirst! So don’t
waste water!

Sit comfortably and concentrate on your breathe. As you inhale and exhale think
of how beautiful a tree is. How strong is its trunk, how vibrant are its leaves, how

colourful and sweet are its fruits. Then move deeper and think of its roots, and how
such an important aspect of its life is concealed to us, hidden in the soil. Move deeper
still and think of how the tree would be null without the seed from which it sprout
in the first place. How much power can there be in that seed, to bear life and sustain
such a tree, and what would the seed be without that power if not a dry shell? Take
your thoughts to your innermost being, called heart or soul, and enjoy the spiritual
aspect that lies within you. Taste the love and bliss of feeling to be one with it.

Cut out pictures from old
magazines or make your own
drawings and use them to
illustrate the topics mentioned on this page.

Turn off the lights!
You can use glue
or scotch tape
the page.

It’s easy to shut off the lights
when we are not using them to save
electricity, and this simple gesture
could change the world. Why? because
we would reduce the greenhouse
effect, which is what is causing global
warming! So pin on the badge for chief
sentinel and start guarding the lights
at home, today!

e

The Feast of Love
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and care.

Continued

FLOWERS:

In this wondrous feast of love
All that matters is simply love

FLOWERS:

Fantastic! Bravo! Back to the feast of love!

AGNES:

What’s this feast of … love?

And all the earth with the colours we enjoy

an exhilarating smell! You are absolutely
beautiful… prettier than ever before!
LILY:

LILY:

of love.

POPPY:

Look at your garden! We all coexist
harmoniously and in peace.

ROSE:

None of us considers itself better than
anyone else. Each one of us has its unique

We could be like this every springtime if

We plants are very sensitive. We love
beauty. If you love us, take care of us,

more and more beautiful.
purpose of giving love! They love so much
that they… dance.

turn even more beautiful, just to please you.

POPPY:

What I personally cannot stand is noise and

Roots and wisdom

FLOWERS:

Of course they do! What a question!
(they all laugh)
dance but they can feel it.
the jolliest dance in the feast of love.

LILY:

You mean that you’ll put an end to our troubles?

17

Roots and wisdom
AGNES:

I’d love to see you dance!

to the feast?
FLOWERS:

19

GOOD LUCK DEEDS!
“A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests
are the lungs of our land, purifying the air and giving fresh
strength to our people. ”

Why, yes, of course! With pleasure!
(they laugh)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Recycle!

(more laughter)
POPPY:

Quiet, please. The royal couple of the
100-petal roses can lead the dance.
Don’t you, hyacinths and tulips, be in
my signal to enter the dance! Music please….

FLOWERS:

How
How
How
How

lightly we dance
gracefully we tread
laughingly we twirl
charmingly we advance

AGNES:

If only we people all could be
If only we could live
In harmony and peace
Our world would then become
Truly a garden in heaven
And we would then all dance
Under the light of love!

Cut out pictures from old magazines or make your own drawings
and use them to illustrate the
topics mentioned on this page.

Recycling helps us save precious
natural resources, but we need
to encourage people to buy
recycled things. The easiest
way to do so is by buying them
ourselves! if we separate our
own waste and rubbish, keeping
in mind that we are helping the
planet, we will contribute to the
recycling of wood, paper, iron,
tin, plastic, computer parts and
hundreds of other things!

Be clean … and clear!
Did you know that an average family
uses 20 to 40 litres of chemical
detergents per year? These
detergents are harmful for the
environment because without fail
they end up in our water, air and soil!
Do some research at school to pin
point the natural remedies that were
used by our grandparents and their
parents! Start by checking out the
hidden qualities of common vinegar.

You can use glue or
them onto the page.

Marty
Yesterday my friend called
me ball nose!

Then he started to cry, and told
me that i was stupid too. and that’s
when I...

21

Comics
He hurt my feelings! So
I shouted: “You stupid!”

but he kicked me

ST!
FIR

Then all of a sudden we sat
down and stared at each other.
It was like looking in a mirror,

...kicked him!

WE had a big fight!
It was horrible, and I’ll
never forget it!

So we made up, shook hands
and gave each other a big
bear hug!

!
GH
I
S

Why Are we fighting?
hurting each other and
ourselves?! Let’s make
peace!

Peace? iT is that easy!

The Animal Concert!

A story to read, listen to and enact!
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Stories you can act out

no
alza
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cans...
Monkey
Everyone plays them back home. Listen to their
beating?
Narrator

Close your eyes, open your ears.
Listen to the sound you hear.
Like bells in your heart a’ringing.
Follow the beat! Start singing!

kingdom! A long time ago, right in this park, a little
head to the rhythm and closing his eyes to grasp the
lime that even the birds sat quiet and listened. But
Lama
Dog

could just tune in?
Hey! Stop that screeching! Can’t you see that I’m

Lama

Close your eyes, open your ears.
Listen to the sound you hear.
Like the bells in your heart a’ringing.
Follow the beat! Start singing!
Dog
Narrator

Narrator

great if I could just tune in...?
Dog

Hey you! Are you kidding?! Get lost Tiger, and stop

Tiger

This isn’t a clothes hanger! It’s a sitar, an ancient

Not bad at all! Why not try playing a duet?
While the duet continued playing, a monkey poked
out from behind a bush.

Monkey Ullallà, listen to that duet! Wouldn’t it be great if I
could just tune in?
Dog

The sounds reverberated through the atmosphere
-

Tiger
Country. Listen to the beautiful sounds it makes.

Dog

Not bad at all! Let’s make it a trio!

Hey Monkey! What’s all that noise? Can’t you see

beautiful sounds it makes. Doesn’t it sound like a
Narrator
-

Stories you can act out
Nothing can give me more joy than to hear,
that in my kingdom peace and love are dear. Then
only will diversity stand still

kangaroo hopped in.
Kangaroo

Cool rhytmn, guys! Wouldn’t it be great if I could
just tune in?

Dog

Narrator
you playing?

Kangaroo

It’s a mouth organ, and it’s really popular in my
country. Doesn’t it sound like the sunset melting

Monkey
Tiger

It’s so romantic!

Dog
Narrator

All creation will join in a melody divine.

The melody became so graceful and all-pervasive
from her afternoon nap surprised to hear such a
heavenly concert.

Queen

Where is this music coming from? Is it a dream

Narrator

The Queen hadn’t heard such beautiful music since

Queen
peace and harmony prevail in my kingdom. It is

The Queen softly closed her eyes cuddled by the
harmony of the instruments, and had the most
beautiful dream of her life.

25
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Popular stories and legends
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“Help! Help! Help!”
“Who is calling? Where are you?”, asks the

“Hi! My name is
Alvar.
I live in Finland.
I am Finnish.”

“I’m in here! In this hole!”, cries the voice.
“Help me out!”
woodsman

“I made this cottage by myself! I like it but it
needs a good fence!”

He sees a dark hole and…

ENGLISH AND VALUES

“One, two, three,
follow me!
Come and see
my country!
Read the story,
of a man in a wagon,
and how he and his horse
bumped into a dragon!”
At school any topic can
be used to vehicle values
and sensitize children. This
section has chosen to use
stories and legends from
-

axe

horse

Here is my axe, here is my horse

hole

have in common, though
traditions and culture
support lessons of English for foreign children.

to chop

“Yes, I’m a dragon!”

He jumps on his horse and rides into the

“Don’t be afraid of me!
Don’t run or scream or shout!
Just help me out!
Just help me out!”

dark hole

Popular stories and legends
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“I have an idea!” He chops some branches
and makes a big ladder.
“Here! Try this!”,
he says to the dragon.

big ones

dragon
The dragon jumps out of the hole and says:
hungry. I just have to eat you!”

about this.
“Oooh! Don’t ask me!”, says the dog. “After
many years of faithful service my master sent
small ones

ladder
strong ones

I’m hungry
weaks ones

thank you!

“Everyone knows that
that is how the world goes!
The big ones eat the small ones,
the strong ones win the weak ones!
Everyone knows that
that is how the world goes!”

both of you!”

-

master

Popular stories and legends
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“Oooh ! don’t ask me!”, says the horse.
butcher
three of you!”
she thinks about this!”
situation?”, asks the fox.

fox

“A free meal is a very good deal!”, says
She turns to the dragon and says:
“Dear dragon, this story is very strange.
“True?”, cries the dragon. “Of course it’s
true! Look!”

this was free!

He jumps into the hole again

hat

the ladder.
“You can stay in there for the
rest of your life!”, cries the fox.

hand

can i help you?

“Tell me what you think and feel
About having a free meal!
That’s my offer! That’s my deal!”

“The world is changing
Into something real and true
And we don’t need old dragons like you!
The strong will help the weak,
the big will help the small,
and whoever gives a helping hand,
will be the happiest of all!”
©Hello english 1994 © Bussolati, Conci, Palermo
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Stories for children

GOOD LUCK DEEDS!
I believe that to have the earth and not ruin the earth is the
most beautiful form of art that one could wish for.
Andy Warhol

Careful steps

O

tested the Buddha’s teachings and the positive effect they

the slander. No sign of disapproval tainted his ever smiling face.
The man panted and frothed at the mouth but soon gave signs

1 bus can free our roads of 40
cars! 1 litre of gasoline can take
1 person for a 9 kilometer ride
in a car, but up to 40 people for
a 50 kilometer ride on a bus!
Both are good reasons to step
on a bus, in place of sitting in a
car! Walking is a great habit to
pick up too! It helps you keep
Cut out pictures from old magafit without going to a gym… and
each step you take will help the zines or make your own drawings
and use them to illustrate the
planet!
topics mentioned on this page.

Tree tips!

running out of steam.
ease.
-

one offends you!”
The Buddha smiled and calmly replied:

You can use glue
or scotch tape
the page.

to the gift?”
“Then, dear brother, please keep the gift of insults that you are so
generously offering me. It is something I simply can not accept,
nor respond to by reacting to your shameful rudeness. You may
enjoy it yourself.”
Sathya Sai

Our trees are the lungs of the world!
Plant foliage ensures the process called
photosynthesis which converts sunlight into
oxygen. Trees are needed to maintain the
energy levels necessary for life on Earth.
This is why we need to care for our trees
so they may grow strong and healthy. If
you are ever tempted to carve your initials
on a tree refrain from doing so! The tree
bark is a life saver for the tree and acts
as a protective barrier. When you cut it the
tree loses its strength and may even die,
and an open wound is a breeding ground for
disease and pest!

Teo and light Meditation

Stories

“Well, children, civil protection units have gone to the rescue
of all the people and a lot of caring volunteers are helping out.
urally painful and precarious for everyone.” commented Miss
Wilson. “Unfortunately these climate changes are affecting our
planet more and more.”

-

in their comfortable pajamas anymore, and think about the
pened either, he thought, recalling the images he had seen on
television the night before.

Light meditation made the children feel good and helped them
be more attentive during lessons. And everyone felt happier
“Sit comfortably, straight, but not stiff!” began Miss Wilson
softly as she lit a candle.
The kids nodded their heads and looked at each other gravely.
“Mom and dad called her parents last night.” said Prisca, “and
-

ern part of the country the day before.
“Her grandparents are no longer able to live in their home and
“Hundreds of people have been evacuated and some of them
have lost their most cherished belongings.” said Anna.
said Mirko. “And the rain is not stopping!”

good today”, she said.
The children didn’t budge.
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Stories
around you.”
The children sat in silence, all of them thinking of Maria. They
imagine that the light is embracing her and that it is spreading

-
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GOOD LUCK DEEDS!
Children are born with a sense of wonder and an affinity for
Nature. Properly cultivated, these values can mature into
ecological literacy, and eventually into sustainable patterns
of living.
Zenobia Barlow, “Confluence of Streams”

Lower the volume!
Teo felt good in that silence. His thoughts seemed to disappear
“Focus on the light in your hearts again”, said Miss Wilson
hands and open your eyes.”
The class did as the teacher said and then picked up their
that day.

see them! The class talked a lot about climate change that
vent so much suffering for everyone. They made a list of good
actions and decided to send light to the planet and all people,
too, every day!
Suzanne Palermo

An easy way to contain phonic
pollution is by learning to
lower the volume of our
stereo (especially during
parties) and television set. We
can also become more aware
of how sound vibrations effect
the people around us and learn
how to do things more gently.
We can, for example, refrain
from banging our shutters
or letting the blinds fall too
hastily.

Be thrifty!
You can use glue or
them onto the page.

MAY ALL THE BEINGS IN ALL
WORLDS BE HAPPY!

Cut out pictures from old magazines or make your own drawings
and use them to illustrate the
topics mentioned on this page.

Money is energy! If we learn how to
use our money sparingly we will save
enough to use for whoever may not
even be able to live a simple life due
to the lack of it. If we put a ceiling
on our desires we will strengthen
our inner values too, and become
content with what we have. Sharing is
not only an important human virtue,
but a joy for those who receive and
also for those who give!

Human Values
LOVE & SCHOOL ACTIVITIES:

In Class with Human Values
personalities, grasping a sense of ‘unity in
unity through a feeling of

Continued
3. Pursuing And yet there is a further step to take so
“love” towards
our school - acceptance for oneself and others. Children
mates are spontaneous, they instinctively like
are unconsciously led by their emotions,
and/or conditioned by prejudices and stebe broad enough to bridge these gaps so
as to consider everyone as ‘a part of me’.
Once, during a class activity, the children
classmates) they did not particularly like.

Chiara
(10 years)

Responded to this activity by presenting
all of her school mates as her best friends
nects people to each another. Chiara’s ‘best
mals, each one bearing a quality that made
came a smiling and tender squirrel, Gabriel
Stefano a small dormant mouse, Alberto a
happy porcupine, Andrea a quiet but cheerhelpful leaping frog! Chiara instinctively
caught the positive aspect of her friends’

39
acceptance,

to the other and the group blossoms and
discloses the petals of love itself. Chiara
did not choose someone in place of someone else, she realised that her classmates

41

In Class with Human Values
4. Love is
everywhere
possibility of introducing the concept of
“love’”at a spiritual level to them, there
foreseen the student’s reaction to a sim-

Alice Meditated on the meaning of brotherhood, made her
!4 years
ly different sounds: from continent to continent, from
nation to nation, from region to region, you encounter
ten to them.”

implications. The topic brought us into a
ings close to nature, highlighting that

-

est level.

Chiara
13 years

shining and smiling thus enforcstrongly tied to a vibrating love

erations were freely expressed as the fruit of their own personal
tuning in to an inner core of inspiration. When students work at
lems. When they open their hearts and draw up ideas and concepts from their own imagination and creativity, we, as teachers
and adults, are often challenged by both a sense of surprise and
excitement.
Mine are glimpses of experience and experiments to be seen withway to cliché and easy rhetoric.
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a
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Children and non-violence
about non-violence. Here are three games that
promote cooperation and healthy competition.

o
onin
ia B
Silv

Group games

GOOD LUCK DEEDS!

HA, HA, HA...!
You need a spacious floor or a yard to
The second one does the same, laying his/
her head on the first player’s head. The
head on the second player’s stomach,
and so on. When all of the players are in
position the first one cries out: “Ha!, the
second one “Ha, ha!”, the third one “Ha,
hilarity becomes contagious. Try it to
believe it!

THE STATUE
The game consists in inviting the
children to build a living statue to depict a topic given to
They get together and arrange
create the statue or a group
of statues.

THE DRAGON
Seven or eight players line up and each one places his/her arms (not hands) around the player
in front of them. When the first person in line,
the dragon’s tail, the dragon’s body (made up of
all the other players), helps the ‘tail’ to avoid
letting go of their companions. You can make
their play.

Cut out pictures from old magazines or make your own drawings
and use them to illustrate the
topics mentioned on this page.

Our actions all leave an impact somewhere!
So instead of wasting our own energy in
petty things, because sometimes we do, let’s
use our intelligence, skills and talents
for good and noble purposes! To learn how
to balance our use of money, food, time and
energy, not only means respecting nature
and the five elements, but it also wipes out
violation of natural law. By being mindful and
caring we can keep our planet healthy and
happy, and that means that we will be healthy
and happy too, because our planet is a living
organism of which we are part!
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WINDING UP

When we choose to practice human values we are choosing
the path of non-violence because all human values are an
expression of non-violence in one way or another. A non-violent attitude implies patience, tolerance, respect, caring
and deep compassion, which are the output of an enriching
process of self-awareness. By allowing our inherent goodness to manifest and take form, by encouraging our children
to believe in and respect their own intrinsic worth and to
build on their purest feelings, we are increasing our belief
in love. Love for Self, in the first place—a love that reflects
and resonates in the quality of whatever we think, say or do.
And as love increases negativity decreases, together with
its array of harmful effects. We only need to believe that we
can ‘Love ever and hurt never’, and then do so. To practice
non-violence is as simple as that.
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Visual aids to help you be more fun and creative in story telling, are oﬀered as an appendix in the Educare magazine. Step
by step explanations will show you how to realize the diﬀerent
kinds of support involving the children in their making and in
the art of story telling. You can photocopy the illustrations you
ﬁnd in this magazine or use them as a model for the children to
refer to when making their own.

If you know nature,
you love nature
le

by using a clear plastic or
glass container.

A

en
Gard

Bott
in a

Put a small quantity of
soil or of compost on
the bottom of the botpieces of bark, laying
them out in a decorative
produced directly from
the spores, on the soil.
Use a long stick to arfrom time to time.
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Watch how they grow!
Growing conditions:

Even if you keep your seeds damp they

They need certain conditions in order to sprout.
these conditions are.
cloth.

small amount of kitchen oil either, because the oxygen

to a number. As the seeds sprout the name of the seeds, or the

In the next issue

When we practice human values such as respect, tolerance and equality, we move closer to others. We learn
to cooperate and share, and to lend a helping hand to
whomever may be in need. We are more open to diversity, more liable to play in accord with the different
‘notes’ of life, unique and distinctive traits and expressions of creation. When we foster unity - unity with
oneself when one’s thoughts, words and deeds are in
harmony, and with others - when the spirit of brotherhood and sisterhood prevails, we are more prone to
grasp the underlying unity among peoples and reliin our families. Human values in education promotes
peace and unity at all these levels, and reaches out to
encompass a sense of oneness with all. Educare will
explore these and other correlated topics in its forthcoming issues.

